
September 2023 Release Notes

DCI Web Portal & Mobile App Release Notification*UPDATE* 

The DCI maintenance release for the web portal will occur on the morning of Thursday, September 14, 2023, and will require the DCI web portal to be 
unavailable for all users from 1:30 AM to 3:30 AM EST.

The DCI maintenance release requires a mobile app update. The new mobile app version will be available as early as Monday, September 18, 2023. All 
users will be forced to update their mobile app as early as Tuesday, September 19, 2023.

Authorization Widget Enhancement

Users with access to the authorization widget can now view authorizations in time rather than units providing visibility into how much time is available to 
work or receive services without exceeding the authorization limit.

The Authorizations Widget can now display in units or time. The default view is in units. Submit a DCI support ticket to update the instance-level 
setting default view to time.
Click the Display as Time button to view the authorizations in hours and minutes, days, or months.

Authorizations measured in miles and dollars are excluded from time conversion
Conversion to time is based on funding type, billing unit, and billing multiplier. If minutes are a decimal, the system will always round 
down to the whole minute.

Click the Display as Units button to view the authorizations in units
Weekly and monthly max authorization columns feature hyperlinks to view summary pop-up boxes

*Please note: This feature is an instance-level setting. To enable hyperlinks to the authorization summary pop-up boxes, please submit a DCI 
support ticket.

The summary pop-ups display the following details: 

Month/Year or XX/XX/XXXX-XX/XX/XXXX - Defaults to current week. Use the black arrow to toggle and view authorization monthly or 
weekly max data.
Monthly or Weekly Max
Monthly or Weekly Used
Monthly or Weekly Remaining
Billing Unit
Billing Multiplier - This field only displays if the billing unit is set to hourly

Resource:

Authorizations Widget

Custom Template for Notes

Create a custom note template to guide your users with questions or prompts to assist them with documenting specific information when adding notes.

Custom note sub type templates can be created for the subject and body of the custom note
Use the note template to prompt users to input specific details and/or answer specific questions when adding a note
Resource:

Custom Note Sub Types
Add Notes - Web Portal

*Reminder* DCI Mobile App Minimum iOS Operating System Version Update

The DCI mobile app will be updating the minimum required operating system for iOS. This change will take effect on Monday, September 18, 2023. 
Please note that if the user’s operating system does not meet the minimum operating system requirements for the DCI mobile app when the change takes 
effect on Monday, September 18, 2023, the user will not be able to update the DCI mobile app. The DCI mobile app update will be forced on Tuesday, 
September 19, 2023, at which point users on an unsupported OS will no longer be able to use the DCI mobile app.

Changes to the minimum required operating system for iOS are required for the DCI mobile app to function as expected and to keep up-to-date with the 
minimum operating system versions which Apple will support.

Please communicate the minimum requirements of the Apple (iOS) operating system for the DCI mobile app to your organization.

*Previously:

Apple

Operating System: iOS version 13.0 or later

*New:

Apple

https://dciconfluenceprod.dcisoftware.com/display/DCI/Authorizations+Widget
https://dciconfluenceprod.dcisoftware.com/display/DCI/Custom+Note+Sub+Types
https://dciconfluenceprod.dcisoftware.com/display/DCI/Add+Notes+-+Web+Portal


Operating System: iOS version 14.0 or later

DCI Resource:

What devices, operating systems (OS), and web browsers does DCI support?

External Resource:

This resource is not maintained by DCI, but may be helpful when updating your mobile device operating system:

Check and update iOS version on iPhone

For questions, please submit a DCI support ticket. 

Database Schema Updates:

Table Name Column Name ADD/MODIFY Column Type

CustomDropDown SetTemplate ADD  BIT CONSTRAINT [DEFAULT_CustomDropDown_SetTemplate] DEFAULT 0 NOT NULL

CustomDropDown TemplateSubject ADD NVARCHAR (255) NULL

CustomDropDown TemplateBody ADD NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL
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